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Dining Hall





Fly catchers are not working
Snacks & Lunch (as we saw) are not up to the mark and they are very oily.
Bain merry and fly catchers are needed
Because the kitchen and septic tank (just beside the dining hall) has issues, there’s a foul smell even in the
dinning hall.

Kitchen
Kitchen is very very dirty














The washing area is very dirty
The kitchen slabs where they are keeping the cooked food container are very dirty, needs to be cleaned
every day.
The burner slabs are broken and needs to be repaired
Kitchen floors are very very dirty and it stinks. There’s a bad foul smell.
Flies are there
The windows in the cooking area are very unclean and full of cobwebs. They need to be cleaned every day
Some of the window pane needs to be changed
The new grinder is not being washed properly and the bottom area where it is being kept is also dirty
The area below the kitchen slab is very dirty and its stinking
In store room exhaust fan is needed
Bain merry and fly catchers are needed.
Chimney is needed
Utensil racks are needed

Sanitary and Civil
The outer area of the kitchen is also very dirty
Septic tank is overflowing. Repeated complaints not being taken care of. This septic tank smell is reaching
even the dining area which we feel is very unhygienic. Girls facing issues eating there.
 Room no 130 sewerage and drainage pipe are broken. They are causing soaking and in turn damaging the
wall of many rooms. They have given the complain to the Sanitary people but they are not taking any
action (Urgent)
 The skylight of the rooms and the glass window pane of almost every bathroom in the ground floor are
broken. They needs to be replaced with frosted glass. Being a girl’s hostel, this bathroom privacy part
needs very urgent attention.
 Library wall plasters are coming off. Needs civil action
 The students are asking for the wireless internet connection in the library
 The duct pipes connected to every bathroom are broken. Needs replacement, otherwise they are causing
soaking problem and in turn damaging the walls. Too many rooms are in a very bad condition with the
soaking. Again complaints given but no remedy done.
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